
The History of German Picture Agencies

Part Three

German picture portals, new price models 
at the beginning of the 21st century and 
rampant growth at Microstock
by Klaus Plaumann, CEPIC Vice-President

In 2003, APIS and Cydelion merged and became picturemaxx. In 2003, 
picturemaxx AG took over APIS GmbH. Due to its new internet based technology 
system and a new database system, picturemaxx was able to make a big step 
forward in the business. 

The successor of the APIS system is the network i-picturemaxx. The APIS browser 
has been completely updated and is now replaced by my-picturemaxx. All former 
browsers have been incorporated into the new system.

Picturemaxx has become the German market leader and started to sell its 
products in European countries and on the US market.

Is the German market already exhausted?

The German picturemaxx portal is full to the brim. Jupiter and Corbis are included 
as well. Approximately 275 German agencies of all sizes are connected to the 
picturemaxx system.

According to picturemaxx, the distribution target has been extended to further 
agencies of the media industry. The new business picture portal picturemaxx 
BACKSTAGE includes images, video, text and audio. With these objectives, the 
company is serving the development of the future market. The newly developed 
system BACKSTAGE shall extend the possibilities for user applications.

dpa daughter: picture alliance

Future developments in the picture market were eventually initiated  at the end of 
the 20th century. At this time, picture portals were brought into play. Even those 
business makers who could not afford an elaborate website or good marketing 
found shelter.

Rainer Merkel, too, participated in the market but stood out in the crowd. He was 
former director of dpa and before his death, he aimed at establishing a database 
in the German market that could compete with Corbis and Getty.

Picture alliance was developed from of this idea. Merkel managed to convince 
leading member agencies like akg images, kpa, Okapia, Picture Press and Huber. 
Merkel's successor, Edith Stier-Thompson, added photostock and illustrations as 
well as footage play an important role. With more than 160 participating agencies, 
the picture holding has increased from 3 to 12 million pictures and picture alliance 
has become the biggest German picture database.  
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According to the managing director, the development of the market won't have 
positive effects for everybody. “Quality will keep its worth and has to be honoured 
respectively. Not all of the microstock agencies will be able to survive, and they 
will have to find their place between the agencies. Smaller agencies are likely to 
disappear from the market and the focus will be on some of the big distributors.”

Fotofinder

Fotofinder established itself in the German market 10 years ago. The agency was 
founded by Ali Pacensky in 1999. He had the idea of offering smaller agencies and 
photographers a database that includes the possibility to market pictures via the 
internet. With the help of current technology, Fotofinder offers smaller and 
medium-sized picture agencies a marketing platform. Picture buyers from all kinds 
of markets can find a wide thematic offer in the database on www.fotofinder.com. 

More than 120 participating photographers use the database for direct marketing. 
Approximately 125 picture agencies market their imagery completely or partially 
with the help of the database. According to Ali Pacensky, the number of online 
pictures numbered approximately 8,5 million in December 2010.

FreeLens-Pool

Since June 2004, FreeLens, the German association of photojournalists, offered 
their members to market their pictures via the FreeLens-Pool for a small fee. 
When a participants' picture of a participant is downloaded and used, the 
photographer receives the full royalties. At the moment, 362 FreeLens 
photographers are represented by 226,000 images.

BVPA portal: photosearch

The German Association of Picture Agencies (BVPA) also offers its members a 
useful tool for a small fee: www.photosearch.de. In 2009, 25 member agencies 
took part. The former BVPA board suggested a relaunch of the portal and 
picturemaxx  handed in a reasonable offer. However, despite an affordable 
monthly fee, the project had to be cancelled in 2010.

The union's offer: The picture portal of the German Association of Journalists, DJV

In 2006, the DJV portal was initiated, www.djv-bildportal.de. Their intention is to 
offer a picture database  to photojournalists who usually do not market their 
picture via picture agencies.

In the meantime, 65 photographers have registered and up to 460,000 images 
have been uploaded to the database. Registered photographers have to be DJV 
members.

Michael Hirschler, who is responsible for the DJV picture portal, sees the 
development of the market from a different perspective: “The DJV does not rate 
the development of the picture industry. Regarding claims for rates and fees, the 
DJV takes a look at the profit situation of newspapers and magazines.”

In Michael Hirschler's opinion, the investments in pictures are declining since 2007 
– especially in the advertising market. This is because the developments in the 
picture industry “follow the movements of the overall economy.”

In 2010, the economical regeneration started in Germany with positive effects on 
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the German picture industry. However, aggressive price models like Microstock 
and the integration of amateur photography keeps the pressure on the market up.

“The foundation of new agencies like WAZ-Fotopool (Westdeutsche Allgemeine 
Zeitung) shows that former picture buyers want to turn into picture suppliers”, says 
Hirschler. This can be a disadvantage for those picture providers who produced 
exclusively for newspapers. In addition, photographers are asked to cede most of 
their rights. In case publishing houses become active as picture agencies, the 
market conditions could become even more difficult.

The new price models

The development within the Royalty Free and Microstock market originates from 
anglophone countries and Eastern Europe. The price models have not only turned 
into an important model in our local picture industry but Royalty Free at fixed 
prices has dominated the developments in the market for more than ten years. 

This development is increasing from year to year. After all initial doubts, RF has 
become an important part of the picture market. However, the traditional RF 
seems to have stopped growing. The last step was Microstock, a low priced RF-
variety. A short summary of this development will be presented in what follows.

Traditional Royalty Free (RF)

RF was a new segment that pushed away former methods and managed to reach 
a market share of 39 per cent from Getty in 2007. According to a CEPIC survey by 
Prof Johannes Glückler, German agencies interviewed state that 21% of the 
overall sales are RF sales. In Europe this trend is around 17 %.

Does every picture has to be copyrighted when it is printed in a newspaper? - The 
answer is “No”. Is a fixed price a disadvantage for customers? - This is hardly true. 
However, the new price model frightened many picture agencies. It was an 
innovative offer that unsettled traditional distributors in the picture industry – 
editors included – who did not understand the system. Both sides believed they 
could see the end of the picture industry. In 1995, the author of this series 
published an article in the trade journal wörkshop, speaking against the new 
picture medium: cheap picture CDs – trouble inclusive!

In the beginning of the '90s, Clip Art CDs were developed, which saved Royalty-
Free imagery and which could be bought for a flat fee. Back then, the quality of 
these picture was not very high. However, these times marked the beginning of a 
fast development that allowed one to save pictures on CDs in different resolutions, 
for many purposes and structured according to subject. Over the years, the sales 
model changed to single pictures which could be downloaded from the websites of 
distributors.

Many years later, picture agencies opted for this sales model. The most surprising 
aspect of this model is that even if 20 picture agencies offer the same RF-pictures 
in one country, they all sell them successfully. This means that there is a high 
demand for images that nobody has been able to cover so far. Over the years, the 
prices for RF have increased continuously. For instance at Getty, a single picture 
of 50 megabyte costs $ 400.

Microstock RF

Between Royalty Free and Microstock, a third distribution offer exists which is 
called Midstock. Midstock is like RF but has cheaper prices compared to other 
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traditional RF producers.

At the beginning of 2004, Robert Walters discovered a market niche in Germany. 
In the same year, he founded the agency Panthermedia. Their prices for prints 
ranged between RF and MS – from 29,90 Euros to 49,90 Euros – and for the 
internet between 4,90 and 14,90 Euros. This price model works. In order to 
expand their business, Panthermedia started to offer other picture agencies the 
possibility to market selected holdings of their picture offer, also at higher prices.

Robert Walters defines his midstock model as follows: “The best of both worlds: 
service from the marcostock market (RM and RF) and prices from the microstock 
market = midstock.”

How does he see future developments of the market? The picture industry is – 
similar to the music industry – adapting to technological changes. According to 
Walters, picture agencies and photographers have to adapt to new techniques of 
production and have to produce according to topics and to look for news channels 
of distribution. According to Walters, microstock will relegate PremiumRF to the 
lower ranks. Consequently, besides rights-managed, contract and editorial 
photography, Premium RF will be a central element.

Walters says that midstock won't be able to survive, even though, Panthermedia is 
a microstock business, that like international distributors offers to purchase credits 
(1-24 credits per image) and subscription for pictures (from 0,13 cent per images). 
In Germany, however, there are companies that prefer to pay by invoice. This is 
why for those companies an advanced service for a higher fee is offered. “Insofar, 
I no longer talk about midstock”, says Walters.

The microsystem: picture distribution 2.0

A further development appeared with the new millennium that did not frighten 
anybody in the market. The new model was called microstock: more pictures for 
less money, translated freely. 

New participants of the market started who did not have anything to do with the 
traditional picture market but who started to create something new from scratch. 

The young Bruce Livingstone founded iStockphoto in Calgary, Canada, in 2000. 
He started with a fotocommunity and his first customers were designers whi 
uploaded their images.

In 2001, everybody could buy images at iStock. From the first year, the agency 
was making profits. First, single picture were sold for $.25 each. In the following 
years, the price has steadily been increased. Today, you pay by credits that have 
been introduced by microstock distributors. 1 credit costs $1.20. The bigger the 
picture, the more credits you have to pay. The highest resolution of a picture can 
cost $25 or more. Getty recognised the changes in the market and the worth of 
iStockphoto and bought the agency for $50 million in order to be the top 
distributor.

The young entrepreneurs that recognised the need for low priced images and that 
established themselves next to Livingstone, were Oleg Tscheltsoff from Russia 
(Fotolia) and Serban Ernache from Romania (Dreamstime). 
 
These clever men in their thirties emerged suddenly in the picture market and 
created new brands with new price models out of photo-communities and UGC 
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(user generated content) which changed the traditional world of pictures. They 
expanded with high speed from bad b-quality of amateurs towards a-ware 
produced by professional photographers and companies of production that 
uploaded masses of pictures to the databases of MS agencies. However, it should 
be mentioned that these agencies don't store different motifs in their databases 
because many photographers distribute their pictures to different microstock-
agencies in order to maximise their sales.

Where does the non-transparent mass offer come from? How many 
photographers and amateurs are taking pictures for these agencies? There are 
80,000 picture distributors for iStockphoto and 98,000 for Dreamstime.

In February 2009, Shutterstock published a new record of growth: the agency now 
offers licence free pictures from 246,163 photographers. Fotolia now has 200,000 
picture distributors. The development of quality is interesting, that many 
participants of traditional picture industry refused to believe in rights-managed 
offers: 7000 iStock photographers sell their images via Getty – they no longer sell 
them as bargain offers.

The development of the masses of pictures within three years

iStockphoto: 
7,3 mio today (4,4 mio in February 2009; 3,6 mio in 2008; 2,6 mio in 2007)

Fotolia: 
10 mio today (5,1 mio in February 2009; 4,2 mio 2008; 2,8 mio in 2007)

Dreamstime:
9,3 mio today (5 mio in February 2009; 3,8 mio in 2008; 2,1 mio in 2007)

Shutterstock: 
12,4 mio today (4,6 mio in 2008; between 2 and 3 mio in 2007)

(Jim Pickerell: “Selling Stock”)
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